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The internationalist character of the culture that
developed in Egypt under the Fatimid rulers, spread
to Arab Sicily and arabized Spain in the West, and
interacted with faraway Iran is explored in a major art
show at the Aga Khan Museum. The exhibition reveals
the astonishing diversity of inspiration that characterized artistic creation in Arab Egypt between the late
10th and mid-12th centuries. It illustrates the Fatimid
imprint on the culture of Sicily, which outlasted Arab

domination, and raises new questions about its Iranian
connection. With a wealth of objets d’art, architectural
remains, and photography, the Aga Khan Museum
exhibition has much in common with an art thriller.
Monumental slabs from vanished palaces and luxury
objects made for elites from multiple ethnic and religious backgrounds keep raising questions about one of
the most intriguing societies that ever existed in the
Islamic world.

Slab, Egypt, ca. 1171, marble, carved, H 93 cm, L 245 cm, Museum of Islamic Art in Cairo, Inv. No. 21610.
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A Sense of Myst e r y
A sense of mystery hangs over some of the
most important works of art. Imposing marble slabs
carved with big lions and mythical sirens amid highly
stylized vegetal motifs were dug up years ago on several
sites scattered across Cairo, including the emplacement
of a Fatimid palace.
Clearly unfinished, as varying degrees of advancement in the carving of details reveals, these slabs are
doubly enigmatic. In style they are unlike anything else
in Egyptian art from the Fatimid age — or from any
period for that matter. The only plausible explanation is
that the construction of a palace, or the renovation of an
extant building, was abruptly interrupted by the fall of
the dynasty under the blows of its foes in 1171. But if so,
one may wonder why no mention of such a momentous
destruction is to be found in Arab sources.
Wooden beams carved with delicate scenes that have
been dug up on several sites in Cairo are equally intriguing (see Chapter 3, 128–129). Finely finished, they
probably date from the early 11th century.1 Where they
originally belonged and how some came to be buried on
the site of a Mamluk hospital built some three hundred
years later is again not mentioned in written sources.
Th e Enigmatic Fat i mi d s
The very history of the Fatimids is fraught
with questions that are not easily answered.
Their roots were in Iran and Syria and in the faraway
area that is now Morocco and has a telling Arabic name,
al-Maghrib al-Aqsa, “The Extreme West.” The Fatimid
rulers adhered to the Shiʿi Ismaili branch of Islam cast
in the mould of esotericism. The spread of the faith to
the westernmost North African land has yet to be plotted, and the circumstances that prompted the Fatimid
thrust toward Egypt need to be fully accounted for.

The Fatimids would have naturally been imbued
with the fundamental Ismaili notion, shared by all esoteric movements, that initiation is required for the true
understanding of spiritual reality. A relativist approach
to religious matters facilitates the acceptance of other
expressions of faith, and that is borne out by Fatimid
art and culture.
The Ismaili practice of sending out envoys, the
daʿ is, to spread the faith far and wide, is another factor
that broadened the Fatimid world view and left its
mark on their art. They were particularly active in
distant Iran. Hence the Iranian connection that had
a significant impact on art. Multiple discoveries concerning pottery painted in golden (“lustre”) colour
and rock-crystal artifacts in Iranian lands raise new
questions about the origins of the fashion enjoyed by
these arts in 10th- and 11th-century Egypt. Some of
the many 10th-century golden painted wares that surfaced in Iran and have been called in recent decades
“Mesopotamian” (meaning “from Iraq”) are displayed
to illustrate the broad connection, but also the radical aesthetic difference between the arts of the two
lands (see Epilogue, 299–301). Rock-crystal wares long
ascribed to Fatimid Egypt without further discussion
can now be seen to present Iranian characteristics, a
provenance borne out by the numerous pieces dug up
commercially in the eastern Iranian world (see Chapter 3, 94–106, and “Notes on the Exhibition Works
of Art,” 357).
Fat i mi d Art a s a Mir r or
of Society
A third factor that no doubt accounts for
the diversity of Fatimid art is the complex fabric of
urban society in Egypt in the 10th and 11th centuries.
Communities with widely different religious, cultural,
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Bowl, Egypt, 11th century, earthenware painted in
golden colour, D 24.1 cm, Keir Collection of Islamic
Art Gallery on loan to the Dallas Museum of Art,
Texas, Inv. No. K.1.2014.266.
Bowl, Egypt, 11th century, earthenware painted in golden
colour, H 10.4 cm, D 23.5 cm, Victoria and Albert Museum,
London, Inv. No. C.49-1952.
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and even linguistic backgrounds, all keen to keep up
their specific legacies, lived in the same major centres.
The Christian Copts represented a large section
of the population. The Greek-speaking groups established in Alexandria and Cairo since the 4th century
BCE conquest of Egypt by Alexander were a dynamic
element in Egyptian life. And so, too, was the age-old
Jewish community with roots going farther back to
Pharaonic times.
Striking illustrations of the multiplicity of allegiances are provided by golden (“lustre”) painted ceramics,
which ranked among the luxury items enjoyed by the
great and the good.
The picture of a hooded priest swinging his censer
painted across a bowl from the Victoria and Albert
Museum says a great deal about the status of the
Coptic clergy in Fatimid society.2 It also raises questions. A large motif near the priest, standing for a cross,
looks like the ankh symbol of eternal life in Pharaonic
Egypt with its upper arm designed like a tall loop. That
symbol already appears in the Byzantine period around
the 5th or 6th century CE with the Greek letters alpha
and omega carved under the lateral arms of the cross,
signifying the beginning and end of all things. Could
this point to the persistence of a syncretic trend within
the Coptic Church in Fatimid times?
Memories of ancient traditions may have resonated
with Egyptians from Greek-speaking communities.
The scene of a man thinly clad, his hair uncovered as
he takes part in a wine banquet to the sound of music
playing must have appealed to traditionalists steeped in
the heritage of antiquity (see Chapter 3, 110).3 A touch
of irony in the handling is a reminder that laughter was
never absent from the Egyptian mind.
A vivid sense of fun comes out in the observation
of daily life that must have appealed to the well-heeled

from all backgrounds. Two irate contestants defy each
other as their cocks are about to start fighting in the
scene depicted on a bowl from the Keir Collection.4
Modern cartoonists would approve.
T ol e r an c e i n Fat imid Eg yp t
The masters drawing in golden colour
on ceramic bowls apparently felt totally free to practise their art according to their patrons’ wishes. This is
suggested by the most striking piece of evidence about
tolerance in Fatimid Egypt. The fragment of a bowl
painted with the head of Jesus as the Pantocrator is
preserved in the Museum of Islamic Art in Cairo (see
Chapter 3, 90).5 It matches an article of Christian faith
that runs counter to the teachings of Islam in which the
representation of God is perceived as idolatry and is
accordingly banned.
Some golden (“lustre”) vessels can be seen to have
been specifically destined for the caliphs and their close
entourage. Fragments to the name of Caliph al-Hakim
bi-Amr Allah (r. 996–1021)6 are preserved in the Cairo
Museum. The royal symbol of an eagle in “heraldic posture,” i. e., with open wings pointed down, is painted on a
bowl executed under his rule on loan from the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York (see Chapter 3, 80–81).
Bowls painted with so-called griffins are also likely to
have been made for the palace. These were no doubt made
in a caliphal manufactory in Cairo. Most display varying shades of humour, and some of outright fun, which
implies at the very least tolerance on the rulers’ part.
Another great luxury industry in Fatimid Egypt was
the production of rock-crystal vessels for the banquets
of the elite, and of small containers for their beauty
products. Again a sense of roaring fun comes out in
some of these precious wares commissioned for the
caliph in person.
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Crescent-Shaped Dome Finial, Egypt, 1021–1036, rock crystal, carved,
mounted as a reliquary in 14th-century Europe; late-15th-century

A ewer made for Caliph al-ʿAziz (r. 975–996) somehow found its way into the Treasury of San Marco in
Venice centuries ago, as its Renaissance mount shows
(see Chapter 3, 96). A crescent moon that was once
the finial of a dome and is inscribed with the name of
Caliph al-Zahir (r. 1021–1036) also reached Europe in
unknown circumstances.7 By the mid–Gothic Age, it
had been converted into a reliquary or monstrance,
which ensured it a new life in the Burg Kapelle in
Vienna. Mysteriously, a silver plaque with a typically
Iranian 15th-century pattern, which has not attracted
attention, is riveted on the upper metallic support. The
crescent, one of the most precious objects in the collections of the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in Nuremberg, is on view in the Aga Khan Museum show.
The scarcity of Egyptian metal objets d’art from the
10th to the mid-12th centuries has been noted by art
historians. Every piece previously unrecorded becomes
a revelation. A small bronze basin preserved in a European collection since the 1960s (see Chapter 3, 116) is on
view in the Aga Khan Museum show and so is a bronze
mortar, also in private possession (see Chapter 3, 115).
A very few ivory plaques carved with court scenes
or animals amid unreal vegetation have survived to
bear witness to one of the most brilliant art forms of
Fatimid Egypt.

Iranian silver plaque riveted on mount, H 41.7 cm, W 15.6 cm, 
Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg, Inv. No. KG695.

Th e Long Voya ge o f
Fatimid Obj ect s
The Fatimid caliphs and their wazirs, however, had their objects inscribed with their names and
full titles.
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A P o st- Fat i mid Pu zzle
An intriguing echo of Fatimid culture can
be detected in some ivory horns carved with banquet
scenes and in ivory caskets painted with motifs found
in the art of Fatimid Egypt. The precise origin of these
ivory artifacts is still debated, even if most historians
would agree that they were executed in the southern
regions of Italy. The very destination of the horns is
puzzling.

Wine Horn or Oliphant, southern Italy, perhaps Sicily, 12th century, ivory, silver mounts, H 34 cm, L 64 cm,
Aga Khan Museum, Toronto, Inv. No. AKM809.

They were called oliphants in the 19th century, after
the horns used by hunters to sound calls in medieval
Europe. But oliphants were not used in Islamic lands.
By contrast, wine horns featured prominently at the
banquets of the ruling elite as they did in the ancient
Middle East. If one assumes that the horns were made
in arabized Sicily or under its lingering influence in
Norman times, they must be drinking utensils. If they
were executed for Christian patrons in a European
medieval context, then they may well be called oliphants. It is worth noting that when mounted in silver
by Western European goldsmiths in the 16th and 17th
centuries, they were clearly recognized as drinking
horns, as a rare example from the Aga Khan Museum
Collection shows.

The artistic whodunit of the ivory horns suitably
concludes a show on the most mysterious period of
Arab art and culture.
M ur al Pai n t i n gs i n
Fat i mi d Ar c hi t e c t ur e
Future excavations in Egypt may yet yield
new information. It is thanks to a chance dig on the site
of a hammam in Cairo that a unique example of architectural fresco painting in the Museum of Islamic Art
in Cairo is known.8
Indeed, Arab sources make it clear that painting
loomed large in the architecture of Fatimid Egypt.
Owing to a twist of history, the Christian constructions
of the Norman dynasty, which had wrested Sicily from
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Wall Painting, Egypt, hammam of Abu’l-Saʿud, 11th century, stucco, H 60 cm, W 24.5 cm, Museum of Islamic Art in Cairo, Inv. No. 12880.

Arab domination by 1130, provide the best approximation of what murals in Fatimid places may have
looked like.
The Fatimid inspiration of the frescoes in the Cappella Palatina built by Roger II has long been acknowledged. Richard Ettinghausen further pointed out in
his history of Arab painting that these clearly show the
influence of Iranian figuration.
On closer inspection, a detail of the Cappella Palatina ceiling brings a revelation. It proves that Iranian
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influence on Fatimid painting went beyond the simple
adoption of stylistic conventions. Precise Iranian literary themes were dealt with.9 The panel depicts a mythical king, Zal, being elevated as an infant into the air
by the equally mythical bird Simorgh, an episode that
is sung in the 10th-century Persian Shah-Nameh (Book
of Kings).10 On another panel representing the private
royal wine banquet, the king wears the Iranian crown
and is flanked by two court dignitaries, following the
Iranian tradition.

Zal Elevated into the Sky by the Simorgh, Cappella Palatina,

Ruler Presiding over a Royal Wine Banquet, Cappella Palatina,

Palermo, Sicily, mid-12th century, painted wood ceiling

Palermo, Sicily, mid-12th century, painted wood ceiling panel,

panel, Inv. No. CP0817.

Inv. No. CP0853.

T h e Endu ring Lega cy o f
Fat im id Cu ltu re
Distant reflections of Fatimid culture lingered long after the dynasty vanished, including its
Iranian component in literature as in art. Both can be
recognized in an Arab manuscript probably painted in
Damascus in the second quarter of the 14th century.
The book entitled Sulwan al-Mutaʿ fi ʿAdwan al-Atbaʿ
(The Comfort of Those Obeyed [= the Rulers] Facing
the Hostility of Their Followers [= Their Subjects]) is

a collection of exemplary stories completed in 1159 by
Ibn Zafar al-Siqilli (“the Sicilian”).11 Ibn Zafar makes
fun of the powers that be in his parables that alternately
feature the kings of ancient Iran and animals behaving
like humans. This is a genre that goes back to the 8th-
century book Kalila wa Dimna written in Arabic by the
Iranian writer Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ, and it is no coincidence.
Jeremy Johns, the historian of Arab Sicily, has gathered
evidence indicating that Kalila wa Dimna manuscripts
were known in the Arab circles of Sicily.
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Right-hand side of double frontispiece from a dispersed
Sulwan al-Mutaʿ (The Comfort of Those Obeyed) by Ibn Zafar
al-Siqilli (d. 1170), Syria, second quarter of 14th century,
opaque watercolour and gold on paper, H 24.5 cm, W 17.2 cm,
Aga Khan Museum, Toronto, Inv. No. AKM12.

Many viewers will wonder what triggered the
demise of figuration that had shone brilliantly in
Fatimid Egypt and still did for another two hundred
years. This is in startling contrast to Iran, and later, to
Ottoman Turkey or Mughal India.
The internationalism of the Fatimid dynasty probably stimulated artistic creation. What no doubt contributed in equal measure to the blossoming of Fatimid
art is the high regard in which its makers were held by
the Ismaili elite. Naser-e Khosrow, the Iranian metaphysician and Ismaili missionary, says in a versified
treatise on ethics entitled Saʿadat-Nameh (The Book of
Felicity): 12
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به از صانع بگیتی مقبلی نیست ز کسب دست بهتر حاصلی نیست
سر صانع بگردون بس فرازست سالطین را ب َِص ّناعان نیازست
No one in the world comes anywhere near being
superior to a craftsman
No achievement is superior to the gain attained
by the hand
The craftsman’s head rises high in the sky
Sultans need craftsmen
No stronger praise of those who create art was ever
voiced under a Muslim dynasty.
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